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Know your
visitors
There are two key reasons why getting to know your site visitors is a good idea.
Fortunately, we have some very powerful tools that help us to do this.

Know your visitors

1: Design

• Knowing who your site visitors are, what they are looking for and how
they are using a website allows designers the insights they need to
make design changes that will improve the way the site works and
enhance the user experience.
• Geographic and demographic data can tell you who these people are –
is your design appropriate for this group?
• Look at time and day-of-week data to make inferences about how
people are using the site.
• Study the site analytics and look at things like user flow so you can see
how your site is navigated and to define user journeys. This will help in
refining your information architecture.

Know your visitors

2: Revenue

• Before developing a revenue generation strategy, you must have a good
understanding of your site visitors and how they use the site.
• Study the site analytics and look for patterns of use.
• Collect demographic data to find out who they are.
• This information will help you optimise your strategy and attract
interest from 3rd parties (advertisers).
• Advertisers will want to know that their marketing is being accurately
targeted.
• The Web offers a better potential match between advertisers and
target audience than other media, particularly for niche content.
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HOW CAN WE KNOW OUR VISITORS?

Server Logs
193.60.49.120 - - [01/Dec/2015:12:15:35 +0000] "GET
/style/base.css HTTP/1.1" 200 10200
"http://www.websitearchitecture.co.uk/corecourses/design-for-web-content/index.php" "Mozilla/5.0
(Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like
Gecko"
157.55.39.237 - - [01/Dec/2015:17:32:56 +0000] "GET
/robots.txt HTTP/1.1" 200 1690 "-" "Mozilla/5.0
(compatible; bingbot/2.0;
+http://www.bing.com/bingbot.htm)"
The Apache web server logs every single file request (images and CSS files as well as html
files). It records the user IP address, the date and time, the file requested, the result code,
the file size, the referring page, the browser and operating system codes. A lot of
information can be derived from this information.

Server analytics

Server analytics software like AWStats reads the raw server log files and presents the data
in an understandable form.

https://awstats.sourceforge.io/

Analytics
• Google Analytics is probably the most widely used web
analytics service.
• It is free to use and delivers directly-measured statistics
about the use of your site.
• It can be used to see when people are visiting, how long
they stay and how many pages they look at and their
geographic location.
• It can also be used to see how people navigate through
your site and which pages are most popular.
• Google Analytics uses JavaScript to capture user data and
presents that data in an understandable way.
https://analytics.google.com

Real-time

Google Analytics is a powerful tool that allows site owners to find out who their users are
and how they are using their site. Data can even be viewed in real-time.

Sunday

Monday

Patterns of use: traffic

Number of visits per day
Strong weekly cycle
of traffic, typical of
professional use.

Patterns of use: visit duration
Number of visits is lower at the
weekend but time on site is greater.

Number of visits per day + Average visit duration

Patterns of use: new visits
The percentage of new visitors is
higher at the weekend.

Number of visits per day + % new visits

Visitor flow

Visitor flow illustrates where visitors join your site and where they move to subsequently.

Demographics
• There are a few services available that help website
owners discover what sort of people are visiting their site.
• One such service is Quantcast. It is free for site owners to
sign-up and just requires a small script to be added to the
page code, just like Google Analytics.
• Quantcast demographic data is not directly measured.
Statistical modelling based on the analysis of visitor
cookies is used to infer who your visitors are.
• Quantcast sells it’s data to advertisers and helps them
target receptive audiences.
The Guardian: Quantserve (Quantcast): What is it and what does it do?

Demographics: Gender

Gender
This website has 50%
more male visitors
than the internet
average.

Demographics: Age

Age
This website has
more adult visitors (of
working age) than the
internet average.

Demographics: Education

Education
This website has a
higher proportion of
visitors with graduate
education than the
internet average.

Demographics: Income

Income
This website has
more “affluent”
visitors than the
internet average.

The inference we can make about
visitors to this site is that they are
mainly well educated, male
professionals.
In advertising terms, they are “decision
makers” – a valuable commodity.

User profile, offering and revenue
• Using a combination of usage patterns, derived from traffic
analytics and demographic data from services like Quantcast,
you should be able to build up a picture of your site visitors.
This will help you understand their needs in terms of content
strategy and interface design.
• The approach you take to revenue generation will very much
depend upon who your visitors are and whether they have
money to spend (retail) or whether revenue needs to be
generated indirectly (e.g. advertising).
• This research will also help you understand the
(perceived) value of your content.
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HOW CAN WE GENERATE REVENUE?

Create brilliant content
• People usually visit a website either because they
want to use a service (retail etc.) or because they
want to consume content (news and comment).
• Creating brilliant content or providing a brilliant
service is one of the best ways to ensure people visit
your site.
• But content and services take time and effort (and
money!) to create. How do you ensure you get some
return for your efforts? There are 3 typical models…

Web business models
Free

Some people believe that information should be free and
websites should be funded by alternate means.

Freemium

Others provide basic or core content/service for free but
reserve premium content for subscribers.

Subscription

Some content/service providers place all of their
content/services behind a paywall with maybe just a sample
available for free.

Free model
• Key example: Wikipedia

Money has to come from somewhere
• Key example: Wikipedia

The Register: Wikipedia doesn’t need your money

Freemium model
• Key example: Spotify
• Spotify provides a free service, supported by
advertising. Members can upgrade to a premium
ad-free service at a cost.
• The freemium model has become very popular
and is unlike any traditional business model – it
has evolved with the Web.
• There are many examples of freemium such as
Dropbox and Automattic (WordPress).
Wikipedia: Freemium

Freemium model: Spotify

Different service levels at Spotify, including
ad-supported free version (2015).

Freemium model: Spotify

Different service levels at Spotify as presented in 2022.
The free service is still available but not obvious to users.

Subscription model
• Key example: Linkedin Learning

Linkedin Learning does not have a “free” service level although it does provide a
free trial and some free content as samples.

Does “free” really mean free?
• The answer to this question really depends upon your point of
view.
• Of course, there are some altruistic exceptions, but keeping a
website online costs money.
• The Free and Freemium models only exist because it is
possible to fund the service in other ways, usually
relationships with 3rd parties (e.g. advertising platforms).
• The Subscription model is self-sustaining and does not require
external funding.
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CAN WE GENERATE ADVERTISING REVENUE?

Advertising revenue
• One of the easiest and therefore most attractive
ways to generate a revenue from a website is to
publish adverts.
• Web advertising is now a mature sector, (AdSense
is almost 20 years old) and there are many online
advertising partners (large and small) for web
content publishers to team up with.
• In fact, the choice is so broad that it’s important to
understand all the options before developing a
strategy.

Types of advertising
None

For some websites, advertising is not appropriate,
ecommerce sites*, government, low-traffic.

Value added

Added revenue as a side-line. Contextual and discrete.

Main income source

Contextual but highly visible. Should not adversely affect
site usability (probably the most common).

Aggressive

Pop-ups, pop-unders, overlays etc. Only works for shortterm gain or where content is valuable (quid pro quo).

* Amazon has adverts

Advertising jargon
Advertiser

A business with a product to sell

Publisher

A website owner

Network

The agent/platform between advertiser and publisher

Inventory

A publishers available advertising space (pages)

Zone

An advertising slot on a page (designed space) at a standard size*

Campaign

An agreed run of adverts usually limited by time or number of impressions

* IAB standard ad sizes

Pricing models
Cost per click (CPC)

Publisher is paid for every click on an advert (AdSense).

Cost per thousand impressions (CPM)

Publisher is paid for every 1,000 times the ad is displayed.
Typical of specialist networks.

Cost per action (CPA)

Publisher is paid only if the click results in a sign-up or sale.
This is a typical model used by affiliate schemes.

Tenancy

Publisher is paid for displaying the advert for an agreed
period of time, irrespective of views, clicks etc.

Interactive advertising bureau
• The IAB is an organisation representing media companies and
has developed a set of standards for online advertising.
• The IAB standard dimensions for adverts have been adopted
across the web. This makes it easier for site designers to
allocate ad space.
• Global networks such as Google AdSense use the IAB standard
advert formats but these are evolving to accommodate
responsive layouts.
Medium Rectangle = 300px by 250px

Advertising networks
• There are many advertising networks available to publishers.
• Some have very strict guidelines, usually a minimum monthly
traffic of 0.25 or 0.5 million unique visitors.
• Others have no minimum requirement.
• Some networks are very general, some are contextual and
others are specialist.
• Your choice of network is fundamental to developing a
successful revenue stream – not all networks are the same!

Google AdSense
• Google AdSense is the most popular ad network.
• It uses a CPC model. Typically, AdSense realises click-through rates of
between 0.5% and 5.0%, depending on the type of site.
• Traffic to a site must be reasonably high in order to generate a
significant revenue.
• The cost per click can vary enormously from just a few pence to a few
pounds depending on product/service.
• AdSense has a very strict policy on usage. Publishers may use a
maximum of 3 ad blocks per page.
• The location of ad blocks on a page is a crucial element in the success
of AdSense and other ad networks.

Google AdSense: Metro Lyrics
Metro Lyrics has a
monthly traffic of around
25 million unique visitors.
It is one of the top
grossing AdSense sites.
Back in 2013, Metrolyrics
used 3 ad blocks on the
homepage in 2 different
formats. A leaderboard
below the header and two
medium rectangles in the
left column. Times and
designs change…

Metro Lyrics updated
In 2019, it still uses 3 ad blocks on the
homepage but in 3 different formats to
compliment the design. Two of the
three are the new responsive formats.
This is also an interesting study in the
changing strategies for ad placement.
In 2020, there are no adverts at Metro
Lyrics. Clearly, their revenue model has
changed since being acquired by Red
Ventures.

Revenue follows traffic

Google AdSense performance showing a weekly cycle
of revenue, which echoes that of the site traffic.

Other ad networks
There are many other ad networks out there. Those below
are some of the most popular.
ezoic
ezoic uses a similar model to AdSense
BuySellAds
BuySellAds has a lower threshold and is very popular. It is
used by sites such as CSS Tricks.

Ad Networks (2022)

Specialist networks
• Most ad networks try to deliver contextual ads which match
the content of your site because this results in better returns
for the advertiser.
• However, there are many subject-specialist networks that
understand niche subject areas and can deliver very targeted
advertising.
• If the subject area of your site is well-defined and you have a
clear demographic, specialist networks can provide a better
return than generic networks.

Ad management software
• All ad networks take a percentage of your earnings (BuySellAds
= 25%, AdSense = 32%).
• If you want to keep all of the ad revenue, you need to deal
directly with the advertiser and cut out the middle-man.
• To do this, you need some ad management software.
• Probably the most widely used software is OpenX, which has
an open source version, OpenX Source and can be self-hosted.
• If you don’t want to self-host, Google Ad Manager (formerly
Doubleclick) is probably the best option. It’s another Google
product and as such it integrates with AdSense very well.

Ethical advertising
• It is very important that advertising is implemented with care.
• Be sure to read the terms and conditions of your advertising partner
and abide strictly to any programme policies.
• Ensure that ads are contextual to avoid alienating your visitors.
• Ensure your site remains usable – don’t annoy your visitors.
• Do not trick users into clicking ads* or encourage them to click ads…
• …but do optimise your ad design and placement.

* There may be a fine line between blending (aka native ads) and trickery.

Affiliate schemes
• Affiliate schemes are those where a publisher is paid a
percentage of a sale that was made via their website.
• There are many examples of this but the Amazon
Associates programme is one of the best known.
• Publishers can earn up to 10% of all sales.
• However, more niche programmes can generate
better earnings.
• Infinite Skills used to pay 50% on all training videos
bought but, sadly, no longer.

Knowing your user journey

On the basis of this data, it would make sense for Metro Lyrics to
form an affiliate relationship with Amazon. Data from SimilarWeb.

Other revenue generation ideas
Donations

PayPal donate buttons for fundraising.

Job Boards

Sites like Joblift pay for referrals.

In-text advertising

Programmes like InfoLinks can be used to place sponsored links within
your content.

Sponsored content

Programmes such as PayPerPost will pay publishers for ad-related
content.
Other programmes pay site owners to host content provided by the
advertiser. This raises the profile of their brand/product on search
engines.

Sponsored content at the Washington Post.

It’s in the mix
• No two websites are the same and therefore there are
no hard and fast rules about revenue generation.
• It’s good practice to aim for a mix of revenue streams so
you don’t end up relying on a single source – there are
many sad stories from those who have not heeded this
advice.
• You’ll need to experiment with different schemes to
find out which works best.

GDPR Compliance
The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) is an EU
regulation, requiring all who
collect and/or store data about
individuals to be explicit about
how the data will be used, how
long it will be retained and how
it will be stored.
Websites that display
contextual adverts or collect
analytics data must request the
consent of users.

Summary
• Revenue generation is an important part of managing websites
– they cost money to keep online.
• Understanding your visitors and how they use your site is key.
• Niche is good because it means advertising can be accurately
targeted to the audience.
• Be careful how you implement revenue generation schemes –
don’t forget that your visitors pay you and expect a good user
experience.
• Consider using a mix of different revenue models and
experiment to see what works best.
• Keep in mind your GDPR responsibilities.

End

